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Gauge �eld theories in terms of gradeddi�erential Lie algebras
Raimar WulkenhaarInstitut f�ur Theoretishe PhysikUniversit�at LeipzigAugustusplatz 10/11D-04109 Leipzig, Germany

AbstratWe present a mathematial framework of gauge �eld theories that is basedupon a skew-adjoint Lie algebra and a generalized Dira operator, both atingon a Hilbert spae. We review the onstrution of the standard model and thederivation of its metri struture within this approah.

1 IntrodutionThis ontribution fousses on a formulation of gauge theories that is very similarto the last hapter of Connes' nonommutative geometry [1℄. The starting point isConnes' observation that the geometry of a Riemannian spin manifold M is enodedin the assoiative �-algebra A = C1(M) of smooth funtions on M and the Diraoperator D = i�/ of the spin onnetion, both ating on the Hilbert spae h = L2(S)of square integrable setions of the spinor bundle S over M . This is due to the fatthat the operator norm of [D; f ℄ is equal to the Lipshitz norm of f 2 C1(M) so thatdist(p; q) = supf2C1(M)fjf(p)� f(q)j : k[D; f ℄k � 1g ; (1)
for p; q 2 M . This result an be generalized as follows: Replae C1(M) by anarbitrary �-algebra A ating via a representation � on some Hilbert spae h and1



the Dira operator by a selfadjoint operator D on h suh that [D;A℄ � [D; �(A)℄ isbounded. Interpret the points p; q as funtionals on A, p(f) � f(p) 2 C for f 2 A,and (1) makes the spae of funtionals on A to a metri spae.The seond important observation is that [�iD; f ℄ = ���(f) an be interpretedas a di�erential 1-form, and 1-forms and funtions generate the exterior di�erentialalgebra �(M). Eventually, the exterior di�erential algebra enters the de�nition of aphysial ation. It is therefore interesting to ask what di�erential alulus is generatedby A and [�iD;A℄ in the general ontext. The onlusion after all is that the so-alledspetral triple (A; h;D) is a useful set of data to de�ne (di�erential) geometry on avery general level.Remarkably, this set of data ours naturally in gauge �eld theories. Here, his the fermioni Hilbert spae, D is the sum of the free Dira operator i�/ and thefermioni mass matrix Y (Yukawa operator), and A has something to do with thegauge group. This dependene is a bit ompliated: If G = C1(M)
G is the gaugegroup assoiated to the (matrix) struture group G, and if G ats via a representation�̂0 on the fermioni Hilbert spae h, then one must searh for a matrix algebra AMsuh that G is preisely the group of unitary elements of AM . If by hane �̂0 an beextended to a algebra representation �̂ of AM on h, then the gauge �eld theory anbe desribed by a spetral triple over the algebra A = C1(M)
AM .An example of a gauge �eld theory whih gives rise to a spetral triple is thestandard model. There exists an extraordinary big number of artiles where thedi�erential alulus of the standard model is omputed (mostly up to seond order)and where the resulting physial ation is derived. We only mention [2, 3℄ where realspetral triples as de�ned by Connes in [4℄ are used. It turns out however [5℄ thatthe standard model is the only realisti physial model that an be formulated in theframework of real spetral triples; without reality there are two more examples. It isa matter of belief whether one is happy about suh a result or not.There do exist numerous nonommutative formulations of other gauge �eld the-ories, where the relation between physial setting and spetral data is weaker, ofourse. The author has proposed [6, 7℄ a modi�ation of the spetral data themselvesto restore its tight onnetion to a bigger lass of gauge �eld theories. In this on-tribution we present the basi mathematial tehniques in their revised formulation[8℄. The essential idea is to replae the assoiative �-algebra by a Lie algebra. Thisreplaement relaxes the obstrutions to physial models; and we demonstrate thatthe mathematial framework an be adapted to this situation.
2 The algebrai setting { L-ylesLet g be a skew-adjoint Lie algebra, whih means a� = �a for all a 2 g. Let h0; h1 beHilbert spaes, where h1 is dense in h0. Denoting by B(h0) and B(h1) the algebras oflinear ontinuous operators on h0 and h1, respetively, we de�ne B := B(h0)\B(h1).The vetor spae of linear ontinuous mappings from h1 to h0 is denoted by L. Let



� be a representation of g in B. Let D 2 L be a generalized Dira operator withrespet to �(g). This means that D has an extension to a selfadjoint operator on h0,that [D; �(a)℄ 2 L even belongs to B for any a 2 g and that the resolvent of D isompat. Finally, let � 2 B be a grading operator, i.e. �2 is the identity on both h0and h1, [�; �(a)℄ = 0 on both h0; h1 for any a 2 g, and D� + �D = 0 on h1 extendsto 0 on h0. We all this setting an L-yle, referring to a Lie-algebrai version of aK-yle, the former name [1℄ for spetral triple [4℄.The standard example of an L-yle (g; h0; h1; D; �;�) isg= C1(M)
 a ; h0 = L2(S)
 C F ;h1 =W 21 (S)
 C F ; D= i�/ 
 1F + 5 
 Y ;� = id
 �̂ ; �= 5 
 �̂ : (2)
Here, C1(M) denotes the algebra of real-valued smooth funtions on a ompatRiemannian spin manifold M , a is a skew-adjoint matrix Lie algebra, L2(S) denotesthe Hilbert spae of square integrable setions of the spinor bundle S overM , W 21 (S)denotes the Sobolev spae of square integrable setions of S with generalized �rstderivative, i�/ is the Dira operator of the spin onnetion, 5 is the grading operatoron L2(S) antiommuting with i�/, �̂ is a representation of a in MF C and �̂ a gradingoperator on MF C that ommutes with �̂(a) and antiommutes with Y 2 MF C .There exists a formula analogous to (1) that de�nes a distane on L-yles:De�nition 1 Let X be the spae of linear funtionals � on g whose norm equals 1,i.e. k�k = supa2g (j�(a)j=k�(a)k) = 1. The distane dist(�1; �2) between �1; �2 2 Xis given by dist(�1; �2) := supa2gf j�1(a)� �2(a)j : k [D; �(a)℄ k � 1 g : (3)
3 The universal graded di�erential Lie algebra 
For g being a real Lie algebra we onsider the real vetor spae g2 = g � g, withthe linear operations given by �1(a1; a2) + �2(a3; a4) = (�1a1+ �2a3; �1a2+ �2a4), forai 2 g and �i 2 R . Let T be the tensor algebra of g2, equipped with the N {gradingstruture deg((a; 0)) = 0 and deg((0; a)) = 1, and linear extension to higher degrees,deg(t1 
 t2) = deg(t1) + deg(t2), for ti 2 T . De�ning T n = ft 2 T : deg(t) = ng, wehave T = Ln2N T n and T k 
 T l � T k+l. We regard T as a graded Lie algebra withgraded ommutator given by [tk; tl℄ := tk 
 tl � (�1)kl tl 
 tk, for tn 2 T n.Let ~
 = Ln2N ~
n = P [g2; [: : : [g2; g2℄ : : :℄℄ be the N -graded Lie subalgebra of T[due to the graded Jaobi identity℄ given by the set of sums of repeated ommutatorsof elements of g2. Let I 0 be the vetor subspae of ~
 of sums of elements of thefollowing type:[(a; 0); (b; 0)℄� ([a; b℄; 0) ; [(a; 0); (0; b)℄ + [(0; a); (b; 0)℄� (0; [a; b℄) ; (4)



for a; b 2 g. The �rst part extends the Lie algebra struture of g to the �rst omponentof g2 and the seond part plays the rôle of a Leibniz rule, see below. Obviously,I := I 0 + [g2; I 0℄ + [g2; [g2; I 0℄℄ + : : : is an N -graded ideal of ~
 so that 
 := Ln2N 
n,
n := ~
n=(I \ 
n), is an N -graded Lie algebra.On T we de�ne reursively a graded di�erential as an R -linear map d : T n ! T n+1by d(a; 0) = (0; a) ; d(0; a) = 0 ;d((a; 0)
 t) = d(a; 0)
 t+ (a; 0)
 dt ; d((0; a)
 t) = �(0; a)
 dt ; (5)
for a 2 g and t 2 T . One easily veri�es d2 = 0 on T and the graded Leibnizrule d(tk 
 tl) = dtk 
 tl + (�1)ktk 
 dtl, for tn 2 T n. Thus, d de�ned by (5) is agraded di�erential of the tensor algebra T and of the graded Lie algebra T as well,d[tk; tl℄ = [dtk; tl℄ + (�1)k[tk; dtl℄.Due to dg2 � g2 we onlude that d is also a graded di�erential of the graded Liesubalgebra ~
 � T . Moreover, one easily heks dI 0 � I 0, giving dI � I. Therefore,(
 ; [ ; ℄ ; d) is a graded di�erential Lie algebra, with the graded di�erential d givenby d($ + I) := d$ + I, for $ 2 ~
.We extend the involution � : a 7! �a on g to an involution of T by(a; 0)� = �(a; 0), (0; a)� = �(0; a) and (t1 
 t2)� = t�2 
 t�1, giving [tk; tl℄� =�(�1)kl[tk�; tl�℄. Clearly, this involution extends to 
. The identity a = �a� yields!k� = �(�1)k(k�1)=2!k, for any !k 2 
k.The graded di�erential Lie algebra 
 is universal in the following sense:Proposition 2 Let � =Ln2N �n be an N -graded Lie algebra with graded di�erentiald suh thati) �0 = �(g) for a surjetive homomorphism � of Lie algebras,ii) � is generated by �(g) and d�(g) as the set of repeated ommutators.Then there exists a di�erential ideal I� � 
 ful�lling � �= 
=I�.Proof. De�ne a linear surjetive mapping p : 
! � byp((a; 0)) = �(a) ; p(d!) = d(p(!)) ; p([!; ~!℄) := [p(!); p(~!)℄ ;for a 2 g and !; ~! 2 
. Beause of d ker p � ker p, I� = ker p is the desired di�erentialideal of 
. 2
4 The graded di�erential Lie algebra 
DUsing the grading operator � we de�ne on L and B a Z2{grading struture, the evensubspaes arry the subsript 0 and the odd subspaes the subsript 1. Then, thegraded ommutator [ : ; : ℄g : Li � Bj ! L(i+j) mod 2 is de�ned by[Ai; Bj℄g := Ai ÆBj � (�1)ijBj Æ Ai � �(�1)ij[Bj ; Ai℄g ; (6)



where Bj 2 Bj and Ai 2 Li. If Ai 2 Bi then [ : ; : ℄g maps h1 to h1 and h0 to h0.Using the omponents � and D of the L-yle we de�ne a linear map � : 
 ! Bby �((a; 0)) := �(a) ; �((0; a)) := [�iD; �(a)℄g ;�([!k; !l℄) := [�(!k); �(!l)℄g ; (7)for a 2 g and !n 2 
n. The selfadjointness of D on h0 implies that � is involutive,�(!�) = (�(!))�.Note that �(
) is not a graded di�erential Lie algebra. The standard proedureto onstrut suh an objet is to de�ne J = ker� + d ker� � 
. It is easy to showthat J is a graded di�erential ideal of 
, providing the graded di�erential Lie algebra
D =Ln2N 
nD ; 
nD := 
n=J n �= �(
n)=�(J n) ; (8)with J n = J \ 
n. One has 
0D �= �(
0) � �(g) and 
1D �= �(
1). By onstrution,the di�erential d on 
D is given by d(�(!n) + �(J n)) := �(d!n) + �(J n+1), for!n 2 
n.It is very useful to onsider an extension of the seond formula of (7), �(d(a; 0)) :=[�iD; �((a; 0))℄g, to higher degrees:�(d!n) = [�iD; �(!n)℄g + �(!n) ; !n 2 
n : (9)It turns out [7℄ that � : 
! L is a linear mapping reursively given by�((a; 0)) = 0 ; �((0; a)) = [D; [D; �(a)℄g℄g ;�([!k; !l℄) = [�(!k); �(!l)℄g + (�1)k[�(!k); �(!l)℄g : (10)
Equation (9) has an important onsequene: Putting !n 2 ker� we get�(J n+1) = f�(!n) : !n 2 
n \ ker�g : (11)The point is that �(
) an be omputed from the last equation (10) one �(
1) isknown. Then one an ompute �(J ) and obtains with (9) an expliit formula for thedi�erential on 
D.
5 ConnetionsWe de�ne the graded normalizer NL(�(
)) of �(
) in L, its vetor subspae H om-patible with �(J ) and the graded entralizer C of �(
) in L byNkL(�(
)) = f�k 2 Lkmod2 : �k has � selfadjointskew-adjoint � extension for k(k�1)2 n oddeveno ,[�k; �(!n)℄g 2 �(
k+n) 8!n 2 
n ; 8n 2 N g ;Hk = f�k 2 NkL(�(
)) : [�k; �(jn)℄ 2 �(J k+n) 8jn 2 J n g ; (12)Ck = fk 2 NkL(�(
)) : [k; �(!)℄g = 0 8! 2 
 g :



Here, the linear ontinuous operator [�k; �(!n)℄g : h1 ! h0 must have its image evenin the subspae h1 � h0 and must have an extension to a linear ontinuous operatoron h0. For eah degree n we have the following system of inlusions:L � Hn � �(
n) � �(J n)[ \Cn B � L (13)
The graded Jaobi identity and Leibniz rule de�ne the struture of a graded di�er-ential Lie algebra on Ĥ =Ln2N Ĥn; with Ĥn = Hn=(Cn+�(J n)):[[�k+Ck+�(J k) ; �l+Cl+�(J l)℄g ; �(!n)+�(J n)℄g:= [�k; [�l; �(!n)℄g℄g � (�1)kl[�l; [�k; �(!n)℄g℄g + �(J k+l+n) ;[d(�k+Ck+�(J k)) ; �(!n)+�(J n)℄g:= � Æ d Æ ��1([�k; �(!n)℄g)� (�1)k[�k; �(d!n)℄g + �(J k+n+1) ; (14)
for �n 2 Hn and !n 2 
n.The lesson is that �(
) and its ideal �(J ) give rise not only to the graded di�er-ential Lie algebra 
D but also to Ĥ, both being natural. It turns out that it is thedi�erential Lie algebra Ĥ whih ours in our onnetion theory:De�nition 3 A onnetion on an L-yle is a pair (r;rh), wherei) rh 2 L1 with skew-adjoint extension,ii) r : 
nD ! 
n+1D is linear,iii) r(�(!n)+�(J n)) = [rh; �(!n)℄g + �(!n) + �(J n+1) ; !n 2 
n.The operator r2 : 
nD ! 
n+2D is alled the urvature of the onnetion.Proposition 4 Any onnetion has the form (d+[�+C1 ; : ℄g ; �iD+�), for � 2 H1.Its urvature is r2 = [�; : ℄, with � = d�̂+ 12 [�̂; �̂℄g 2 Ĥ2, where �̂ = �+ C1 2 Ĥ1.
Proof. There is a anonial onnetion given by (r = d;rh = �iD). If (r(1);r(1)h )and (r(2);r(2)h ) are two onnetions, we get from iii)(r(1)�r(2))(�(!n)+�(J n)) = [r(1)h �r(2)h ; �(!n)℄g + �(J n+1).This means that � := r(1)h �r(2)h 2 H1 is a onrete representative and r(1)�r(2) =[�̂; : ℄g, where �̂ = �+ C1 2 Ĥ1. The formula for � is a diret onsequene of (14). 2
6 Gauge transformations and physial ationThe exponential mapping de�nes a unitary groupU := fQN�=1 exp(v�) : exp(v�) := 1B +P1k=1 1k!(v�)k ;v� 2 H0 \ B ; dv� � [�iD; v�℄ 2 C1 g : (15)



Due to exp(v)A exp(�v) = A + P1k=1 1k! [v; [v; : : : ; [v| {z }k ; A℄ : : :℄℄ for A 2 L, we have anatural degree-preserving representation Ad of U on H, Adu(�n) = u�nu� 2 Hn, for�n 2 Hn and u 2 U .De�nition 5 The gauge group on an L-yle is the group U de�ned in (15). Gaugetransformations of the onnetion are given by(r;rh) 7! (r0;r0h) := (AdurAdu� ; urhu�) ; u 2 U .Note that the onsisteny relation iii) in De�nition 3 redues on the in�nitesimallevel to the ondition dv� � [�iD; v�℄ 2 C1 in (15). The gauge transformation of theurvature form reads � 7! �0 = Adu�.De�nition 6 Let En be the eigenvalues (arranged in dereasing order) of the ompatoperator jDj�1 = (DD�)�1=2 on h0. The L-yle is said to be of dimension d+ if theseeigenvalues satisfy PNn=1En = O(PNn=1 n�1=d).Let �0 : h1 ! h0 be any representative of the urvature form � 2 Ĥ2. The bosoniation SB and the fermioni ation SF of the onnetion (r;rh) are given bySB(r) := minj22C2+�(J 2)Tr!((�0+j2)(�0+j2)�jDj�d) ;SF ( ;rh) := h ; irh ih0 ;  2 h1 ; (16)
where Tr! is the Dixmier trae [1℄ and h ; ih0 the salar produt on h0.The ation (16) is invariant under gauge transformations(r;rh) 7! (AdurAdu�; urhu�) ;  7! u ; u 2 U : (17)
7 Remarks on the standard exampleReall (7) that the general form of an element � 1 2 �(
1) is� 1 = X�;z�0[�(az�); [: : : [�(a1�); [�iD; �(a0�)℄℄ : : :℄℄ ; ai� 2 g : (18)
For ai� = f i� 
 âi� 2 C1(M)
 a we get with (2)� 1 = P�;z�0 � f z� � � � f1��/(f0�)
 �̂([âz�; [: : : [â1�; â0�℄ : : :℄℄)+ f z� � � � f1�f0�5 
 [�̂(âz�); [: : : [�̂(â1�); [�iY; �̂(â0�)℄℄ : : :℄℄� : (19)
The �rst line belongs to �1
�̂(a), beause the gamma matries ourring in �/ providea 1-form basis. In physial terminology, these Lie algebra-valued 1-forms are Yang{Mills �elds ating via the representation id
 �̂ on the fermions. In the seond line of(19) we split Y into generators of irreduible representations of a. Obviously, these



irreduible representations are spanned after taking the ommutators with �̂(âi�).Thus, the seond line of (19) ontains sums of funtion-valued [5 an be ignored forthis argumentation℄ representations of the matrix Lie algebra, whih are physiallyinterpreted as Higgs �elds. In other words, the prototype � 1 of a onnetion form(=gauge potential) desribes representations of both Yang{Mills and Higgs �elds onthe fermioni Hilbert spae.This is a more satisfatory piture than the usual nonommutative geometri on-strution of Yang{Mills{Higgs models [2, 3℄. Namely, desending from Connes' non-ommutative geometry [1, 4℄ one obtains gauge potentials omposed of matrix-valued1-forms and matrix-valued 0-forms, but for general physial models we need theseforms to be representation-valued. As we have shown, suh objets arise naturallyfrom our framework.However, this is not the full story, as the gauge potential � belongs to H1 � �(
1).Fortunately, it turns out [7℄ that after imposing a loality ondition for the onnetion(whih is equivalent to saying that � ommutes with funtions), possible additionalH1-degrees of freedom are either of Yang{Mills type or Higgs type. In partiular, thisallows for u(1)-gauge �elds, whih are not overed by (19).The formula for the urvature form � in proposition 4 an be evaluated and theresult is � = d�+ �2 � if5Y; �g+ �̂g(�)5 + C2 + �(J 2) ; (20)where d is the exterior di�erential. The linear map �̂g is for � = � 1 2 �(
1) as in(18) given by �̂g(� 1) = X�;z�0[�(az�); [: : : [�(a1�); [Y 2; �(a0�)℄℄ : : :℄℄ :It an be extended to H1 if H1 6= �(
1). The dimension d of the L-yle oinideswith the dimension of the manifold M and the Dixmier trae redues to the usualmatrix trae and integration over M :Tr!(B jDj�d) = ZM dx tr(B) ; B 2 B(L2(S))
MF C :
8 Appliation to the standard modelIn this setion we review the appliation of our framework to the standard model.The L-yle of the standard model and the derivation of its ation was �rst presentedin [9℄. We will reall here the initial data and the tree-level preditions. At the end,we review reent results [10℄ on the metri struture of the standard model derivedfrom de�nition 1. The ontents of this setion was not presented at the workshop.The omplete L-yle splits aording to (2) into spaetime and matrix part sothat we an restrit our presentation to matries. The matrix Hilbert spae is C 48 if



we inlude right neutrinos. The matrix Lie algebra isa= su(3)� su(2)� u(1)3 fg;a; eg � fi(P8j=1 gj�j) ; i(a�3+b�1+�2) ; eg ; (21)
where �j are the Gell-Mann matries, �k the Pauli matries and gj; a; b; ; e 2 R . ThisLie algebra ats on C 48 via the representation
�̂(g;a; e) =  �̂`(g;a; e) 00 �̂q(g;a; e)! ;
�̂`(g;a; e) =

0BBB� i(a� e)
 13 i(b� i)
 13 0 0i(b+ i)
 13 i(�a� e)
 13 0 00 0 03 00 0 0 �2ie
 13
1CCCA;

�̂q(g;a; e) =
0BBB�(i(a+

13e)13+g)
13 i(b�i)13
13 0 0i(b+i)13 
 13 (i(�a+13e)13+g)
13 0 00 0 (43 ie13+g)
13 00 0 0 (�23 ie13+g)
13
1CCCA:

(22)

The generalized Dira operator is the Yukawa operator
Y =  Y` 00 Yq ! ;
Y` =

0BBB� 0 0 M� 00 0 0 MeM�� 0 0 00 M�e 0 0
1CCCA; Yq =

0BBB� 0 0 13 
Mu 00 0 0 13 
Md13 
M�u 0 0 00 13 
M�d 0 0
1CCCA; (23)

where Me;�;u;d are 3� 3-mass matries of the fermions.The next step is to write down the general form of an element � 1 2 �(
1), whihsplits aording to (19) into Yang{Mills part and Higgs part. Then one omputes theanti-ommutator f� 1; � 1g 2 �(
2) and the ideal �(J 2). The analysis of (12) showsthat the relevant degrees of Ĥ di�er not very muh from �(
), in partiular, thereare no additional Yang{Mills or Higgs �elds. This simpli�es the omputation of theurvature form (20). Finally, one evaluates the ation (16), whih oinides with theusual standard model ation, subjet to the following tree-level preditions:mW = 12mt ; mH = 32mt ; mZ = mW= os �W ; sin2 �W = 38 : (24)Here, mW ;mZ ;mH are the masses of the W�; Z and Higgs bosons, mt is the mass ofthe top quark and �W the Weinberg angle. Details are given in [9℄.It is very enlightening to ompute the metri struture (in the sense of de�nition 1)of the standard model [10℄. We onsider funtionals ��;�;Æ;p on g = C1(M)
a of theform ��;�;Æ;p(g;a; e) := �a(p) + �b(p) + (p) + (2Æ��)e(p) +P8j=1 �jgj(p) ; (25)



where �; �; ; Æ; �j 2 R and p 2M . Compared with (21) we have hanged the notationthat e is now a funtion on M and e(p) its value at the point p 2 M , and so on.The disussion of the �j an be avoided by de�ning extrp P8j=1 �jgj(p) =: �kgk. Theondition k��;�;Æ;pk = 1 of de�nition 1 has a very interesting solution:j�j � 1 ;Æ = 16�+R os� ; 0 � � � � ; R = 1� 12 j�j ;�= R(os�+ os�0) ; 0 � �0 � � ;
�2+2 = 8><>:4R2(1+ os�)2 � 4R�(1+ os�)1� �24R2(1� os�)2 + 4R�(1� os�) for os�0� os�� 2�2j�j2�j�jj os�� os�0j � 2�2j�j2�j�jos�� os�0 � 2�2j�j2�j�j

(26)
This means that for �xed f�; Æg the remaining parameters � form a two-dimensionalobjet whih an be desribed as the surfae of a unit ball whose polar regions arerotary-grinded to paraboloids. We all suh an objet a gyro.In order to disuss the metri properties of the spae of funtionals ��;�;Æ;p itis onvenient to restrit oneself �rst to onstant matries fg;a; eg 2 a. Then, theondition 1 � k[D; �(g;a; e)℄k = k[Y; �(g;a; e)℄k = q(a� e)2 + b2 + 2mt (27)(wheremt is the mass of the top quark) implies dist(��;�;Æ;p; ��0;�0;Æ0;q) =1 if Æ 6= Æ0 or�j 6= �j 0 for at least one j = 1; : : : ; 8. This means that the geometry of the standardmodel is a nine-parametri family (the parameters are fÆ; �jg) of in�nitely distantworlds. It is therefore only interesting to ompute the distane of funtionals with�xed fÆ; �jg (i.e. within one world). For �xed point p 2M the seond onsequene of(27) isdist(��;�;Æ;p; ��;�0;Æ;p) = dist(�;�0)=mt = q(���0)2 + (���0)2 + (�0)2=mt :This means that the distane between points on a gyro is equal to the Eulideanlength (in units 1=mt) of the string through the interior onneting the points.It remains to ompute the distane between funtionals at di�erent points p; q.The exat result would involve the diagonalization of 4 � 4-matries beause ofthe ompliated interplay between exterior di�erential [i�/ ; : ℄ and matrix derivation[5Y; : ℄ in [D; : ℄ � 1. The best one an do is to give a lower bound by onsideringa-valued funtions with a = e and b =  = 0. This removes [5Y; : ℄ and leads todist(��;�;Æ;p; ��;�0;Æ;q) � �dist(p; q) ; � = max(j�j; jÆ � 16�j+ 12 j�j) :If we now rise ja�ej; jbj; jj, then the distane will also grow at �rst but very soon thisgrowth is ompensated by the neessity to derease [i�/ ; : ℄ at expense of the growthof [5Y; : ℄. A simple estimating yields the �nal resultmax f�dist(p; q) ; dist(�;�0)=mtg� dist(��;�;Æ;p; ��;�0;Æ;q) � �dist(p; q) + 2=mt : (28)



Note that 1=mt is of the order 10�16 m so that for marosopi geodesi distanesthe geometry of the standard model is in aurate agreement with � times the Rie-mannian geometry of the underlying manifold. At sales of the order 1=mt however,spaetime should reveal a ompletely di�erent struture. That what marosopiallyis a point beomes an extended objet { a gyro.There is a nine-parametri family of in�nitely distant worlds whose points (onmarosopi sales) are gyros (on sales 1=mt). The sale fator � is onstant oneah world and annot be deteted. Thus, there is no problem in saying that the truegeometry is (1=�) times the measured geometry. This means that any of the allowedvalues for f�; Æg aording to (26) ould be realized in our world.In other words, we reover the old Kaluza{Klein idea of additional spaetimedimensions, whih are ompati�ed to very small size so that they are not apparentin every day's life. The essential progress of our method lies in its e�etiveness andthe fat that it implements hiral fermions from the very beginning { an obstalefor traditional Kaluza{Klein theories. For the geometri struture we suggest thefollowing physial interpretation:The standard model ontains three massive Yang-Mills �elds whih generate theinternal spae R 3 in a �rst step. The norm=1 ondition selets a ertain hypersurfaein R 3 { our gyro. The nine-dimensional disonnetedness reets the nine masslessYang{Mills �elds (photon and gluons) of the standard model. Again, the norm=1ondition selets a ompat region of R 9 as shown impliitely in (26).On eah world, the size and shape of the gyros are �xed so that there is no geom-etry other than dimension related to Yang{Mills �elds. The geometry of the gyros israther related to the Higgs �eld. Following the Chamseddine{Connes approah [11℄we replae the Dira{Yukawa operator by the Dira{Yukawa{Higgs operator. Thismeans to replae all fermion masses mi by �mi, where � is the Higgs �eld whosevauum expetation value h�i0 equals 1. Now the distane sale on the gyro beomes1=(�mt) instead of 1=mt, and is therefore subjet to hange if the Higgs �eld varies.We handle the gyros on the same footing as Riemannian spaes M . The distanebetween points of M is not the Eulidean distane but obtained on in�nitesimal levelby taking the metri tensor g�� into onsideration. Just as the Higgs �eld on the rigidgyro, the metri tensor determines the sale on the rigid oordinate spae.Both metri tensor and Higgs �eld have non-vanishing vauum expetation value:hg��i0 = ��� (Minkowski tensor) and h�i0 = 1. The diameter of the gyro is determinedby 1=mt or rather by the inverse mass of the Higgs �eld, see (24). Our analogy thenimplies that the diameter of the universe oordinate spae should be of the order of theinverse mass of the graviton, and therefore equal to in�nity. This explains why fouroordinates are expanded whereas some internal oordinates remain ompati�ed.In onlusion, L-yles turned out to be a very useful tool to onstrut gauge �eldtheories and to investigate their metri struture.
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